
Ravi Riverfront City, Lahore
Near Lahore Ring Road, Shahdara, Lahore, Punjab
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Details & Description

JAAGEER ID: PRO-74

City
Lahore

Locality
Near Lahore Ring Road,

Shahdara, Lahore

Price
0 TO 0

Types
plot

Developers

DETAILS & DESCRIPTION

Lahore, the capital of the Punjab province, is rapidly urbanizing being a regional urban center
of key commercial, financial, industrial and socio-cultural significance. The estimated
population of Lahore is above 10 million.

In view of the city’s projected expansion and issues related to water in the Ravi River,
Government of the Punjab has planned the Ravi Riverfront Urban Development on both banks
of the river alongside a 46 km long stretch that is contiguous to Lahore district’s northern and
western boundaries through its authority Ravi Urban Development Authority.

The new city aims to cater to the major concerns of overpopulation, traffic congestion, heavy
pollution, water scarcity and flooding. Ravi Riverfront City will provide the people of Lahore a
space where they can live life to the fullest and embrace a multitude of opportunities, while
keeping the city’s rich culture and heritage alive.

 Medical City
 Governmental City
Knowledge City
Mixed-use City
Sports City
Tourism and Entertainment City
Downtown
Commercial City
Chahar Bagh

Ravi Riverfront City Lahore is a 100% Government-approved project developing  by 
RUDA  located at the bank of Ravi River in Lahore, close to the Shahdara Reserve Forest.
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The 5 Trillion Rupees project is envisioned by the Prime Minister of Pakistan as one of the
largest sustainable urban projects in the world. inaugurated the River Ravi Urban
Development project (RRURDP) on August 07, 2020, and laid the
foundation stone on September 15, 2020.

The Ravi Urban Development Project is a one-of-its-kind project in the world spanning over 46
Km. It wouldn’t be wrong to declare that it is the time for Ravi City. The newly developing Ravi
City in Lahore has a goal of tackling the issue of overpopulation in Lahore, traffic congestions
on a daily basis, water issues, and last but not least, the annual flooding due to torrential rains.

The project is expected to create millions of jobs throughout and after the development. A
whole new city will rise from scratch, making it the largest Riverfront Urban City. So far,
more than $7 billion investment for the development of the project has been procured. The
local and international property development companies have been showing a great deal of
interest along with their investment promises.

 

Ravi Riverfront City Lahore NOC:

The Ravi Riverfront City Lahore is a 100% guaranteed approved project, developing under the
direct supervision of RUDA. The steep success of this project is also because of its legal status.
Government-backed projects such as this are destined to break records.

The government has specially established a development authority, “RUDA,” to oversee its
development while fulfilling all the legal matters of the project.

 

Ravi Riverfront City Lahore Location:

The location of Ravi Riverfront City Lahore is located at the banks of the Ravi River in
Lahore, close to the Shahdara Reserve Forest. The location of Ravi Riverfront City is ideal
that could be reached from any part of Lahore with zero hassle.

 

The Ravi City consists of several phases as follows:

·         Ravi City Phase I (45,000 acres)

·         Ravi City Phase II (34,000 acres)

·         Ravi City Phase III (24,000 acres)

·          

The aim of the project is as follows:

Ø  Improve tourism

Ø  Uplift the economy

Ø  Betterment of quality of life
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Ø  Job and business opportunities

·          

Ravi Riverfront City Lahore Facilities & Amenities:
The Ravi Riverfront City Lahore provides all the modern facilities and amenities at budget-
friendly rates. The facilities are part of any contemporary luxurious city that could be termed
as a complete residential scheme.

The developers have reserved a large area for the development of green areas such as parks.
Ravi Riverfront City Lahore is considered the most lavish city with all the modern-day luxuries
and amenities.

The government’s focus was to offer a healthy and luxurious lifestyle environment; for this
reason, a large land area is dedicated to the central theme park where children and the elder
may enjoy leisure time with no worries in their minds.
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PROJECT MAP
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CEO MESSAGE

As the CEO of Ravi Urban Development Authority, the scope of my responsibilities
goes beyond just the promotion of economic development and revenue generation.
My duty is to bring about such social and environmental changes in the region that
will help undo the damage that has been done due to the negligence in past.
Building the Ravi City is not just an official task to me, rather it is my mission to
materialize and bring Lahore back to its glory. Ravi City project is one of the largest
and most extensive development projects that have ever been done in or for
Lahore. It will not only reinvigorate the River Ravi but will also accelerate the
economic pace of Pakistan. Ravi City will be an eco-friendly fortress of technological
advancements. Be it energy generation, economic activity, research & development,
medical, education, or culture, this city will employ the most advanced methods to
revolutionize the socio-economic and environmental landscape of the region. Ravi
City is not a housing scheme, rather it is a project to build a city on the banks of
River Ravi that will restore the natural water resources of the region. A team of
young enthusiasts is working under the supervision of the most experienced and
competent leaders to bring this revolutionary city from papers to grounds. The days
are just around the corner when every citizen of this region will have access to a
healthier, cleaner, and better lifestyle. With God Almighty's will and your support,
we will resurrect the glories of River Ravi and the City of Ravi.        Imran Amin,CEO  
Ravi Urban Development Authority 

MARKETED BY

Jaageer Marketing Pvt. Ltd.

Jaageer Marketing Pvt. Ltd. is an online Real Estate Portal. This Portal
provides space for Agencies and Individuals to showcase their Real
Estate ads on Jaageer.com. Our Marketing Department is well equipped
to engage target audience.
Jaageer.com is providing all type of Real Estate Services like Buying,
Selling and Renting of Plot, Homes and Agriculture, industrial lands and
Registry processing. Become our valued member by filling a simple
Register Form and start listing you ads immediately.

Lahore Office

75B Fazaia Housing scheme
Raiwind Road, Lahore

Head Office

2km Lahore Road, Sargodha

UAN

(+92) 304-111-2627
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